Clinical Interventions of Critical Care Pharmacist in the Therapeutic Management of Critically Ill Patients: a Retrospective Study in Bangladesh
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ABSTRACT: Critically ill patients at ICU are treated with poly pharmacy and conservative drug management is necessary for ensuring drugs’ safety and accuracy. The objective of this study was to analyze the qualitative intervention of critical care pharmacists (CCP) in critically ill patients’ effective medication management. This was a 6 months long observational study. All the provided suggestions of CCP were categorized into A (drug-drug interaction), B (addition of new drug therapies), C (rational dosing of antibiotics), D (acceleration or deceleration of the doses) and E (adverse drug reaction). Out of total CCP’s 650 suggestions, 566 (87.08%) suggestions were accepted by doctors and modified the therapies, accordingly. CCP being a part of ICU’s multi professional team contribute the professional roles in generating safe, appropriate and quality prescriptions, which finally turns into quality pharmacotherapy for critically ill patients at ICU.
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INTRODUCTION

The perception of taking special care for critically ill patients firstly introduced in 1954, by Florence Nightingale during the Crimean War.¹ In 1954, first multidisciplinary intensive care unit (ICU) was established in USA.² Critical care pharmacy service, as a core clinical pharmacy profession, began around 1970s.³ The clinical pharmacists of ICU, also known as, Critical care pharmacists (CCP), is one of the most useful and supporting persons in the ICU team, and a CCP is a trained specialist of ICU’s conservative pharmaco-therapies, pathophysiology of critical diseases and pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics of drugs. They have amalgamated clinical knowledge and practical experience on effective poly-medication therapy for critically ill patients and being a core ICU team member, CCP plays his potential roles in the comprehensive treatment management for ensuring medication safety and optimum effectiveness of medications.⁴

Patients at ICU are at high risk of potential medication-induced adverse drug reactions, drug-drug or drug-disease interactions, dose related drug toxicity and some cases of inadequate drug therapy.⁵ The disease and treatment complexity of critically ill patients at ICU is due to patients’ poly-medication therapies, which make the pharmacological evaluations of the medications significantly tough.⁶ A multiple studies showed that presence of critical care pharmacists reduce prescription medications errors, improve patient-treatment outcomes, ensure cost effectiveness of medications, minimize wastage of drugs and reduce overall mortality rate in most of the disease conditions.⁷ ⁸ In 2006, in the United States of America USA), a survey was done over 1,034 ICUs of 382 hospitals, only 62.2% of ICUs reported that
they have clinical pharmacy services, and pharmacists participate in ICUs’ grand round is 4.4 +/- 1.5 days/week and at least 75% of patient ICU days, they involve in fundamental clinical pharmacy activities.9

As a member of the ICU’s multi professional team, critical care pharmacist inputs his additional values in the targeted patient care by suggesting doctors mostly in prescribing the medications appropriately, monitoring drug administration and efficacy of administered medications and giving drug related up to date information to healthcare professionals.9,10 Under the provision of clinical pharmacy, the existence of a dedicated pharmacist at ICU setup systematically ensures the development of some essential tools for better patient care service like, conservative treatment guidelines for critically ill patients management, different drug-treatment policies, pharmaceuticals care monitoring protocols, incorporation of new or latest drug therapies in the ordinary treatment paradigm and so on.11

In Asia and in most of the developing countries, the role of clinical pharmacists and the possible advantages of having pharmacists in clinical activities are not well understood by the healthcare professionals as those are well established from many years ago in most of the developed countries like, USA and United Kingdom (UK).12 In Bangladesh, the journey of hospital pharmacy started around 2005 and till today, this service is limited in few tertiary level private hospitals of some mega cities. Following that initiation of hospital pharmacy practices in Bangladesh, Square hospitals ltd., a tertiary level private hospital in Dhaka, as a local pioneer, initiated the Clinical pharmacy activities since its inception in 2006. Due to various reasons, this service was stopped after few years and started again through establishing ‘Critical care pharmacy service’ in 2015, especially at adult ICU department with one dedicated clinical pharmacist, named as ‘Critical care pharmacist’ and that clinical pharmacy support had been extended soon to other critical care areas like, CCU, Neuro-ICU, HDU, Neonatal-ICU, Pediatric-ICU, successfully. The continuous professional contributions of critical care pharmacist were appreciated and accepted by the concerned doctors and other medical staffs and as a result, day by day that service became the cornerstone of the critical patient care management at critical care areas of that hospital. The target of this study was to analyze the contributions of a critical care pharmacist in the therapeutic management of critically ill patients at ICU of a tertiary level hospital.13

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The 8 months’ data (March, 2018 to October, 2018) for this retrospective study were collected from the master service-record data of general adult ICU department of Square hospitals ltd., Dhaka, Bangladesh. During that period, CCP clinically served total 8,28 critically ill patients in the ICU and 7,92 patients’ data were considered for the study purpose. The rest of the admitted patients’ data were not considered for the study because CCP did not find any suggestion from their prescriptions. The ratio between patients and CCP in that ICU was 8:1.

Data collection process for this study was based on the records of regular critical care pharmacists’ patient-wise suggestions to doctors of the ICU and the responses of the doctors in respect to those suggestions on real-time basis.

The flow of CCP’s suggestion. The CCP analyzed all prescribed medications and laboratory reports of every ICU patient before participating in ICU doctors’ grand round once in the morning everyday and during round time, CCP shared the associated findings and suggestions to the consultant doctor (head of round team). After reviewing prescriptions, CCP provided drug-related suggestions, also concerning the current associated-diseases or disease progression in a manual individual patient-wise form, named as ‘Pharmacist’s Suggestion Form’ and doctors followed-up those suggestion-notes written by the CCP. The final decision always was taken by the consultant doctors and if accepted, changes were made accordingly. Beyond the doctors’ grand round, CCP routinely checked up medications of the prescriptions of
patients as per the requirement and newly generated suggestions were shared to the doctors, spontaneously. CCP’s provided suggestions and associated modifications of the prescriptions were categorized as follows-

A. Drug-drug interaction associated modification or deletion of drug therapies
B. Addition of new drug therapies
C. Rational dosing of antibiotics
D. Adjustment of the doses of prescribed medications
E. Prescribed drug induced adverse drug reaction

The CCP recorded patient-wise all the suggestions he forwarded to doctors and the number of suggestions accepted accordingly by the doctors in the hospital’s own online record system. All those retrospective data of this study were analyzed by using IBM SPSS software (version 22). The ethical approval for this study was taken on February, 2018 from the hospital ethical committee.

RESULTS

CCP reviewed all critically ill patients’ prescribed medications from the day of admission to the day of discharge from ICU. Among the total 8,28828 (N) critically ill patients, CCP worked on 7,927,9292 patients (95.65%; N= 828) and made 650 (82.07%) suggestions for doctors’ considerations (table 1). CCP found 36 (4.35%) patients’ prescriptions where no suggestion required (Table 1).

CCP analyzed all prescribed medications of prescriptions in the drug safety’s point of view and after reviewing drug therapies, they made suggestions for doctors considering all five categories (A, B, C, D & E) in order to make the drug therapies appropriate, safe and effective. In this study, among 650 CCP’s suggestions, under category-A (Drug-drug interaction associated modification or deletion of drug therapies), category-B (Addition of new drug therapies), category-C (Rational dosing of antibiotics), category-D (Acceleration or deceleration of the doses of prescribed medications) and category-E (Prescribed drug induced adverse drug reaction), 84 (12.92%, n = 650), 102 (15.69%, n = 650), 358 (55.08%, n = 650), 57 (8.77%, n = 650) and 49 (7.54%, n = 650) (Table 2) suggestions were generated by CCP, respectively, and placed to doctors for further therapeutic considerations and modifications of prescriptions, accordingly. Among all the suggestions given by the CCP during that time-period, the highest number of suggestions came under the category C (Rational dosing of antibiotics) (358 suggestions, 55.08%, n= 650) (table 2) and the lowest number of suggestions came under the category E (Prescribed drug induced adverse drug reaction) (49 suggestions, 7.54%, n= 650) (table 2).

Table 1. Review of prescriptions and CCP’s suggestions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total patients admitted (N)</th>
<th>Number of patients’ prescriptions reviewed and %</th>
<th>Number of suggestions given and %</th>
<th>Number of prescriptions required no suggestion and % (N= 828)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>792 (95.65)</td>
<td>650 (82.07)</td>
<td>36 (4.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Categorization of suggestions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestion categories</th>
<th>Number of suggestions given</th>
<th>Total suggestions given (%)</th>
<th>Number of suggestions accepted by doctors</th>
<th>Total suggestions accepted by doctors (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>86.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>86.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>55.08</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>91.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>79.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After getting suggestions from CCP, doctors assessed all the clinical evidences like, pathological and microbiological data, disease conditions, current signs and symptoms, recent physiological status and most possible optimum target of the treatment, and finally reconciled the prescriptions. In contrast with those CCP’s clinical suggestions regarding the modifications of patients drug therapies in the prescriptions, under category- A, B, C, D and E, 73 suggestions (86.90%, n= 650), 88 suggestions (86.27%, n= 360), 326 suggestions (91.06%, n= 650), 40 suggestion (70.18%, n= 650) and 39 suggestions (79.59%, n= 650) (table 3) had been accepted and necessary adjustments in the prescriptions were accomplished by the doctors, accordingly. In response to those CCP’s suggestions, the highest number of CCP’s suggestions (326, n= 358) were accepted under category C (91.06%, n=358) (table 2) and the lowest number of CCP’s suggestions (40, n= 57) were accepted under category D (70.18%, n= 57) (table 2) by doctors.

After working on 828 patients, CCP generated 650 suggestions (table 1) for ICU’s doctors during that 6-month period and among those suggestions, 566 (87.08%, n= 650) (table 3) suggestions were successfully accepted by doctors and prescriptions were modified, accordingly. On the other hand, 84 (12.92%, n= 650) (table 3) suggestions were not accepted by doctors.

Table 3. Overall acceptances of CCP’s suggestions by doctors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of suggestions created by CCP (n)</th>
<th>Total number of suggestions accepted by doctors (n= 650)</th>
<th>Total suggestions accepted by doctors (%)</th>
<th>Total number of suggestions not accepted by doctors (n= 650)</th>
<th>Total suggestions not accepted by doctors (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>87.08</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Critical care pharmacist, the more specialized form of clinical pharmacist, has profound therapeutic knowledge and tremendous clinical efficiencies in order to play role in medication review, complicated therapeutic management, pharmacokinetic evaluation of medications and decision taking in crucial live saving times. In this study, during the study period, the critical care pharmacist worked at general adult ICU department and reviewed 828 ICU’s admitted critically ill patients’ prescriptions thoroughly for finding possible modification of the drug therapies for ensuring medications’ safety, accuracy and appropriateness. A critically ill patient in ICU setup is continuously monitored by ICU’s multi professional team and the presence of poly pharmacy in the prescription is very common. Medication errors is the more or less frequently occurring fault in the poly pharmacy prescriptions of these patients and nurses sometimes do errors in medications’ administration or dose calculation. Study shows that the presence of a responsible pharmacist in critical care areas like, ICU, is highly demandable in this perspective who can sensibly consider these issues and work for ensuring quality patient care.

Studies found that among the ICU’s multi professional team members, the importance of presence of clinical pharmacist was clearly distinguished through its quality patient care service, which ultimately represented the integrated better treatment management for critically ill patients. Generally, patients at ICU always go through multiple disease conditions and use of complex poly pharmacy in these patients increase the chance of possible drug-drug interactions. A study found that clinical pharmacists are able to reduce 40% drug interactions by reviewing all ICU prescriptions and reduced incidences of drug interactions ensured quality doctors’ prescriptions at ICU. In our study, CCP provided 84(n=650) drug-drug interaction based suggestions and among those, 73 (86.90%) suggestions were accepted by doctors and modification of prescriptions were accomplished accordingly, which ultimately ensured the medication
safety and enhanced the overall quality of prescriptions at ICU.

Sometimes, drug management in ICU patients become so critical for doctors specially when patients are found intolerable or unresponsive to existing drug therapies and require alteration or addition of new drug therapies for immediate management. In this study, during ICU grand round, CCP provided his suggestions (102, n=650) regarding new drug therapies when doctors are looking for additional new drug therapies for the management of critically ill patients and at that moment, those suggestions opened the doors of required treatment.

Body’s fluid volume changes and one or more organ dysfunction in ICU’s critically ill patients are mostly common, which ultimately alter the pharmacokinetics of many drugs including antibiotics and require dose adjustments. A study found that antibiotics’ doses adjustments according to the correspondent organ failure are managed perfectly by involving clinical pharmacist in the ICU’s multi professional team and enhanced the activity of antimicrobial stewardship. In the current study, CCP suggested highest 358 (55.08%, n=650) suggestions on antibiotic rational dosing and highest number of suggestions (326, 91.06%) were accepted by doctors in this regard. CCP continuously monitored prophylactic and therapeutic antibiotics of every patient; those were given immediately after patients’ admission at ICU or at review stage after having microbiological reports. This study indicates that CCP’s supports to doctors are highly required and effective for ensuring rational and appropriate use of antibiotics in critically ill patients which is essential for quality treatment of overall infections in ICU’s patients. Other than antibiotics, general medications were also monitored by the CCP and among 57 suggestions on medications’ dose adjustment, 40 (70.18%) suggestions were accepted by doctors and prescriptions were reconciled accordingly, which justified an updated drug therapy management in concern with the current diagnosed disease conditions of critically ill patients. Multiple studies showed that medication errors during admission are observed among one third of patients and among 256 general medicine in-patients, every third patient’s prescription has one or more unintentional medication discrepancies. So, clinical pharmacist’s intervention ensures better medication management and associated drug safety.

Like medication errors in the prescription, drug induced adverse drug reactions (ADR) are another serious and life threatening incidences in poly pharmacy dependent patients of critical care areas like, ICU. Several studies showed that lower incidences of ADRs found among ICU’s patients when clinical pharmacists are involved in ICU’s multidisciplinary team. CCP of the current study found 49 ADR incidences during the study at ICU and among those, 39 (79.59%) justified suggestions were accepted by doctors and ADR associated symptoms management therapies were applied, immediately. Continuous observation of patients in response to current medication therapies was the basic mechanism of CCP to identify suspected ADRs in patients and after complete justifications of the incidences, doctors reconciled the prescription, accordingly; that ultimately ensured patients’ present and future medications’ safety. The clinical pharmacist is the person who is selectively responsible for monitoring these adverse events in patients, to suggest the doctors for taking necessary management to overcome the incidence and to educate the patients regarding the occurred incidence and its proper management techniques in future.

Though this study did not focus on CCP induced cost reduction of medications of patients, but definitely a cost effective treatment management for every patient was observed through the inclusion of CCP’s service at ICU. Globally, multiple studies found that intervention of clinical pharmacist at critical care areas ensured quality treatment with a significant treatment cost reduction phenomenon.

As a newly developing country, in Bangladesh, where pharmacists’ roles in hospital settings are still a very new and not well familiarized profession, the provision of having clinical pharmacist in multi professional team at local hospitals, are clearly a
controversial, too much challenging and dreamy profession, nowadays. Nevertheless, the practice of clinical pharmacy has been initiated in the very few tertiary level hospitals in some mega-cities of Bangladesh and they are trying to ensure safe and appropriate drugs for the critically ill patients.

CONCLUSION

CCP can intervene in the ICU’s complex therapeutic management as the core ICU-team member and through this contribution, medications’ safety, appropriateness and accuracy are ensured, successfully. ICU doctors can frequently get clinical supports from CCP and closely adhering to this service, they can extremely upgrade their quality of prescriptions which ultimately ended into optimized quality of patient care.
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